Date: Tuesday, June 09, 1992 12:16P~4
Reminder, the first Sparta Focus Squ~d Meetlng
Wednesday June i0 1 pm- 3 pm in 2/2103
Frc~: Brad Chase
To: Greg Looney; Russell Siegelmen
Cc: Brad Silverberg; Erlc Straub, Karl Stock,. Ric~hard Freeckn~n
Sub3ect: RE: hc~ blg~
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 1992 12:21PM
we should m~ke
windows at the same tLme.
i’ll have legal Icok to see what update rights we had under the old
novell contract
From: Greg Lowney
To: Brad Chase; Russell Siegelman
Cc: Brad Silverbe_rg; Eric Straub; Karl Stock; Richard Freedman
Subject: RE: hc~ big?
Date: Mon, Jun 8, 1992 5:46PM
I have only dealt with license agreement for windows, not for MS-DOS.
For Windows we have the right to ship the same cc~ponents as in Win31
as long as we don’t rev the version number up a tenths digit.
BNETX is not cove_red; at the m~nent they feel that there is no need for
us to ship it because it is still the first version, and it works with
windows, therefore no one wi!_i need to upgrade an older version t~ this
version. If they want to take advantage of its features, they have to
purchase the new NI~! to support it anyway, and then they get the BNETX
for free. They have agreed to consider letting us distribute it when
and if they add bug fixes which would provide a case where people who
already had the NLM would have to upgrade the client side s/w. I have
an ongoing conversation with Andy Cox at Novell about this, but it is
slow going. I am rea_hly going to hanm~_r him when they rev ?netx to
suppoz-t the int24 fix, and I think we will get the rights to distribute
it at that point.
Bnetx is 58K, netx is 52K. Compressed they are and 42K and 38K,
respectively.
I’ve appended to the end of this mail the long original discussion of
the packet buxst shell, for reference.
>Frcm bradc Mon Jun 8 17:22:36 1992
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>From: Brad Chase <brad~microsoft.oc~>
TO:

Date: Mon, Jun 08 92 16:56:39 PDT
Subject: RE: h~ bi~?
Cc: bradc bradsi erlcst greglo karlst richf
bradsi indicated differently,

greg could you confirm what our rights are?

iFrom: Russell Siegelman
To: Brad Chase
Cc: Eric Straub; Karl Stock; Richard Freedman
Subject: RE: h~ big?
Date: Mon, Jun 8, 1992 I:08PM
Why would you w-~nt to include in Astro? As I say I don’t think this is a
big deal.
A~so, under what contract will you include ANY NetWare drivers in Astro.
The contract we have is just for Windows, it says nothing about DOS.
I don’t know hG~; big it is, but probably not ~ach bigger than NETX.
RussS
Frc~: bradc
To: russs
Cc: ericst; karlst; richf
Subject: RE: how big?

M~PCA2550053
CONF~ENTU~

Date: Monday, June 08, 1992 12:43PM
yes i meant the burst mode driver, ok what do we have rights to and
ho~ many K is it?
i ask about it for inclusion in astro
Frcr~: Russell Siegelm~n
To: Brad Chase
Cc: E/ic Straub; Karl Stock; ~ichard Freedman
Sub3ect: RE: how big?
Date: Mon, Jun 8, 1992 9:31AM
I am not sume what you mean by "high performance driver", but if you mean bturst mode drive! they released wlthln the last couple of months, we do
not
l have the rights to it. we could easily try to get it as an addendum to
exist lng oontract.

a

Why do you ask? B~W, the burst mode shell is rea_ily only interesting on
~s despite whatever maxketing hype they m~y be spreading. It just adds
windowing protocol to IPX similar to what we have in NETbeui.
RussS
From: bradc
To : russs
Cc: ericst; karlst; richf
Subject: how big?
Date: Mmnday, June 08, 1992 08:48AM
is the netx driver we have rights to frown novell? the high performance
driver

From: Greg Lowney
To: Brad Silverberg; David Cole; Terri Bronson
Cc: Eric Rudder; John Enslein; Russell Siegelman
Subject: RE: Novell announcement
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 1992 4:I9PM
We did not ship the burst mode shells because they were not officially
released or announced until now. We were given beta versions but did
not receive final. They will be sending it to us and we should get it ~.
tcm~Drl-c~4. They expec~ us to p~ it on the WDL along with the others;
I’ll take care of getting a letter explicitly adding it to the list
of NetWare Client Software c~nents covered by our license agreem~_nt.
They’re also ser~ling us a!_l the server stuif and release notes.
The packet burst she]_l basically implements two new features:
First, it ad~pts the same sort of sliding-window algorithm that is used
by [AN Manager: when there are a lot of errors, it decreases the frequency
with %ahich it sends packets, and when there are few errors it increases it.
This allows it to dynamically adjust to different wire conditions.
The second is that it can send a cluster (or burst) of several packets
without ~rditing for an ackn~ledgement for each one, only getting a single
acknowledgement back frown the server when the entire burst has been
received. This can theoretically speed up overall performance by reducing
the nu~ of acknowledgement packets being sent over the wire.
While the burst shell was designed for large networks and WANs, because
theyexperlence the highest number of errors and thus benefit when the
shell slows down transmlssion, Novell feels that the smaller but noticeable
benefit on other systems will cause it be widely adopted and eventually
replace the standard shell. However, Russ and Eric seemed less impressed.
The bttrst shell can be used to talk with any server regardless of whether
or not the server can talk burst m~de. In order to take advantage of
burst u~de you need to load the PBURST NLM on ~our NetWare 386 sel-ver,
and you also have to add a new line to the workstation’s SH]KLL.CI~G file

MS-~A 25500~4
CONF[D~%~L

(which contains NetWare options). The entl-y "PBBuffers = n" where n
is a number, typically 2 or 3. If the line ls not present, or the server
is not running the PBURST NLM, the shell wlll behave exactly like the
orlginal NETX. CC~4.
They decided not to support burst n~de in ~,5 or X~t5 shells. They had
orlginally planned to have six shells tot&l, but in the end have only four:
NETX.COM, D~ENE’Dt. EXE, XP’SI’q’ETX.EXE, a~nd BIKE’EX.CO~.
Flnal note is that burst mode, as Novell puts it, "pushes the fan drivers
to the m~x" Most older net drivers won’t work reliably ~-ith burst mode
at a3~l. I’ll have to call therr retail ~upport line to find out if it w~rks
wlth c~r t~3 drivers; tt would be a paln if it doensn’t.
As I mentloned before, the worst paz-t of their announcement is that it
will give readers the impression that ’~hat they are shipping is an
umprovement over the files in the Win31 box. Other than the burst-mode
Ishell, that is not the case, &nd even the burst-n~de shell has the same
Wind~4s support as the shells which we are shipping today. This shc~!id
somehc~ be clarified for people.
~en we get the new shell we shouu[d do s~me testing with it...Terri, do
you still have any bandwidth for this type of thing?

Fr~: Sharon Hornstein
To : DOS/WIN Group
Suboect: PSG Org Chart...
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 1992 12:531AM
~.. is posted on my relite window.
I u~ually update this every. 2 weeks and will continue to keep
the most recent chart posted for you to see.
Thanks . Sha!~n . 3.2039
Fr~ml: Brad Chase
To: Brad Silverberg; Paul Ma3:itz
Cc: Jonathan Lazarus; Mike Maples; Steve Ballmer
Subject: FW: DR and Lotus
Date: Tuesday, June 09, 1992 12:40PM
fyi, we must be aggressive with the Upgrade
i will ta_hk to norton
Frc~: Sandy Duncan
To: 5-YS Intl M~-Dos Info Distribution; Hans Apel
Cc: Bill Inglis; Brad Chase; Davld Britton; SYS MS-DOS Maxketing
Team; Jeff Lure; John Leftwich; Phil Buggins; Stephen Oliver
Subject: RE: DR and Lotus
Date: Tue, Jun 9, 1992 8:57/@4
Latest is a fu]! page ad in one of teh UK trade mags (PC Dealer).
Frontline (one of ottr distis !) is advertising a free colby of DR DOS
with 1-2-3 (tel 2.4), Dbase IV and, wait for it ....Norton Desktoip
for Winck~s ! ! !
The offer is "while stocks last"
This is representative of DR’s strategy to gain market share via the
retail market, then using this to leverage O~IM busLness.
Regards, Sandy

Fr~: Hans Apel

To: SYS Intl Ms-Dos Info Distribution
Cc: Brad ChaSe; David Britton; SYS MS-DOS Marketing Team; Stephen Oliver
Subject: RE: DR and Lotus
Date: 04 Jthne 1992 16:11

--

What is happening?
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